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The system analysis and computer simulation for a 
f ast-flyback mirror scanning system is presented. Mirror 
dynamic equations are 
requirements for the 
developed to 
drive motor. 
define the torque 
Electromechanical 
modeling and Laplace transforms are formulated to develop 
system equations for computer simulationo From the 
computer simulation~ the servo performance parameters are 
selected for the servo loop to complete the design. 
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This report presents the engineering efforts involved 
in developing a high performance f ast-f lyback mirror 
scanner for applications in electro-optical systems .. The 
engineering process commences with system performance 
requirements which must be translated into design 
specifications for subsequent hardware implementationo 
The engineering process which will be used to define 
the design specifications for the scanner servo is depicted 
in Figure 1 • The process will start with the system 
performance requirements which define the design goals 
for the scanner servo systemo Next, the requirements for 
the scanner motor based on the combined motor and mirror 
inertia will be determined by conducting a dynamic analysis 
of the pair. After the dynamic analysis is completed 1 
analysis will commence on the servo system with two 




the computer simulation; and (2) to describe a closed 
servo configuration f~r the scanner which will meet 
I 
performance requirements. The results from both the 
motor analysis and the servo analysis will be applied to 
the computer simulation for the final phase of the design 
processo 
2 
The computer simulation will complete the design 
process by providing an analytical tool in which all of the 
system parameters can be verifiedo The results from the 
computer simulation will demonstrate that the final design 
specifications for the scanner servo are realistic and will 
meet the scanner system performance requirements. 
SCANNER SYSTEM 
PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 
SERVO SYSTEM ANALYSIS MOTOR & MIRROR DYNAMIC ANALYSI S 
·Electromechanical Model 
·Simulation Diagram 
· Linear Circuit Analysis 
·Electrome cha ni cal Dynamic Analy sis 
·Inertia Equations 
·Motor Performance Evaluation 
.. figure 1. 
COMPUTER SIMULATION 
'-~--•·Verify Performance 
·Apply Engineering Judgement 
DESIGN DEFINED 




Analysis Procedure for Scanner Servo System . 
3 
CHAPTER II 
SCANNER SYSTEM PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 
The scanner system performance requirements are based 
on the need in advanced electro-optical imaging systems 
for the precision control in position and velocity of the 
optical scanning mirror. Appropriate requirements have been 
established by system engineering issues pertaining to 
image stability and position repeatability. These 
requirements are summarized in Table 1 below. 
TABLE 1 







Scan Velocity Linearity 




-5 to +5 degrees 
2.83 X 2 X 0.11 inches 
.30 Hz 
>70% 
>O. 1 % 
<100 ].Jrad 
Minimize 
Figure 2 illustrates the scanner format and will serve 
as a basis for defining the scanner parameters. The 
scanner consisFs of a motor which drives a mirror attached 
to the rotor shafto The mirror redirects optical rays 9 as a 
function of angle theta 9 to scan an image across an array 
4 
5 
of detectors which convert the optical energy into 
electrical energy for image system processingo The scan 
format consists of a linear region and a retrace regiono 
The following definitions apply: 
fn = Scan Frequency = l/T (1) 
n Scan Efficiency = Ts/T (2) 
vlin Scan Velocity Linearity= [(we - Wm)/wcJ x 100 (3) 
The 
design 
Where: Commanded Mirror Velocity 
Actual Mirror Velocity 
Scan Position Error = Ge - Gm 
Where: Commanded Mirror Position 
Actual Mirror Position 
analytical methods which follow will define 
specifications to meet the requirements set 
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MIRROR AND MOTOR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
The mirror and motor dynamic analysis will consist of 
applying fundamental dynamic equations to idealized 
unidirectional scan waveforms in order to derive a set of 
simplified working equations used to evaluate the scanner 
power amplifier 9 motor, and mirror. The first three 
working 
velocity, 
equations will serve to define the mirror scan 
the mirror retrace velocity, and the required 
torque value for the given scanning parameters. peak 
Next, a set of inertia equations will be presented for 
both elliptical and rectangular mirrors in order to relate 
the required torque to a given mirror size. The remaining 
working equations will serve to define the mechanical and 
electrical power relationships in order to ascertain 
the efficiency of the motor and the electrical requirements 
for the power amplifier as well as the power loss due to 
heat in the motor. Finally, the entire set of working 
equations will be applied to representative examples in 
order to illustrate the performance of the actual motor 
selected for the scanner. 
The unidirectional scan format for analysis purposes 
is depicted in Figure 3o The analysis is applied to the 
6 
7 
retrace region which consists of Tl + T2 + T30 The linear 
scan region consists of the time, Ts, in which the mirror 
travels from 82 to 810 The detailed derivation of the 
equations is given in Appendix Ao The results are 
repeated here and applied to the mirror dynamics problem as 
follows: 
(81 - 82)fs 
Wl [rad/sec] ( 5) 
n 
C81 - 82)(1 + fsTl/n) 
w2 [rad/sec] ( 6 ) 
Tl + T2 
J 
+ 
c 8 1 - 82)(1 + fsT 1 /n) 
Tp - ( 
Tl Tl + T2 





















Figure 3o Unidirectional Scan Formato 
8 
9 
These three equations provide the data for the plot 
shown in Figure 4o The torque period has been set to 
Tl 
plate 
The inertia for a 2.83 X 2 X 0.11 inch glass 
has been drawn on the graph to depict the torque 
required to retrace the design goal mirror through 0.174 
radians (10 degrees)o The torque values range from 31 in-
oz at 30 hertz and 80 percent scan efficiency to 16 
at 30 hertz and 70 percent scan 
presenting the equations for power, 






The inertia equations for a rectangular plate and an 
elliptical plate are given in many engineering reference 
(Souders, 1966). These equations are shown in books 
Figure 5 along with the relevant dimensions. As an 
example, for the glass mirror 2.83 x 2 x 0.11 inches: 
a 2.5 [gm/cm3] 0.03527 [oz/gm] 2.543 [cm3/in3] 
a 1.44 [oz/in3 ] 
J (l/2)(1.44)[oz/in3](2.83)[in](2)[in](O.ll)[in](2.833 
+ o.112)[in2] 
J where: oz = force 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Representative inertia values from Figure 5 can be 
transferred to Figure 4 to determine the t orque 
required to retrace a given mirror through 0.174 radia n s? 
Now that torque, mirror velocity, and inertia have been 
defined 9 the power issue will be addressed. 
The power issue deals mainly with heat losses in t. he 
motor windings and the efficiency of the electrical power 
to mechanical power conversion process. Typical res ults 
have consistently revealed an efficiency less than 15 
percent for torquer motor applications. The motor selected 
for the scanner exhibits efficiencies between 47 and 5 c: _) 
percento As will be shown, this higher efficiency is due 
to lower resistive power losses in the motor windings . 
The power equations derived in Appendix A wilJ b e 
applied to a representative motor to illustrate the 
requirements for the motor selected for the scanner 
designo From Appendix A: 
Pmechpk [watts] ( 8) 
where: K = 7.0616 x 10-3 [watt-sec/in-oz] 
(Vapk)(Iapk) [watts] ( 9) 
(10) Pi nave (2T1)(fs)(Tp/Kt) (Ra) + Pmechave [watts] 





Motor current pulse peak [amps] 
Motor voltage peak value [volts] 
Motor winding resistance [volts/amp] 
Motor torque constant [in-oz/amp] 
0 for this ideal case 
13 
A representative set of motor specifications is given 
in Table 2 for a Sierracin Model RE2433-13 torque motor 
(Sierracin, 1981)0 
TABLE 2 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR SIERRACIN MODEL RE2433-13 TORQUE MOTOR 
Parameter 
Peak Torque (Tmax) 
Max Current (Imax) 
Torque Constant (Kt) 
Back EMF Constant (Kb) 
Resistance (Ra) 
Inductance (La) 
Damping Factor (Ka) 





















in-oz - sec 2 
The simplified model for an electromechanical system 
is depicted in Figure 6, and this model will serve as 
an example of the application of the dynamic equations 
developed in Appendix A. From Figure 4, with a total 
inertia of 3.45 x lo-3 in-oz-sec2 and a peak torque pulse 
of 45 in-oz, the upper limit of performance for the 
idealized system is at 30 hertz and 75 percent scan 
efficiency .. Therefore, the equations are applied for 30 
hertz and 70 percent scan efficiency and the results 
are given iq Table 3o Friction and viscous damping 
effects are ignored for initial analysiso 
r- - - - - - - ..,.., - _, - - - -, 
I 
I 
Figure 60 Simplified Electromechanical Modelo 
TABLE 3 
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS FOR THE RE2433-13 
MOTOR FOR UNIDIRECTIONAL OPERATION AT 
30 HERTZ AND 70 PERCENT SCAN EFFICIENCY 
Parameter Value Units 
14 
J (total inertia) 3.45 x lo- 3 in-oz-sec2 
f s 30.0 hertz 
Tl 70.0 perce.n t 
Wl 7.5 rad/sec 
w2 -34.1 rad/sec 
Tp -35.8 in-oz 
Pmechpk 8.6 watts 
Ia pk -4.52 amp 
Vin pk -17.8 volts 
Pin pk 80.5 watts 
Pheat Cia 2Ra)ave 17.25 watt 
15 
From Table 3 ' the motor electrical to mechanical 
conversion efficiency at peak power can be calculated to be 
1Qo7 
the 
percent, and the motor must dissipate 17.25 watts in 
form of heato From these results, the following 
requirements 
mirror: 
can be stated for the scanner motor and 
Total inertia must be low to attain low torque 
values 
Motor winding resistance must be low to reduce 
power loss and increase motor efficiency. 
The dynamic analysis has provided a set of working 
equations which establish the criteria for motor selection 
and demonstrate the requirements for the scanner motor. 
Applying 
that the 
the equations to a typical catalog motor revealed 
power lost as heat is unacceptable for this 
application. Consequently, - a prototype motor of hollow 
rotor construction developed by a specialist group will be 
selected for the scanner. The characteristics for the 
prototype motor are tabulated in Table 4. 
TABLE 4 
SPECIFICATIONS FOR PROTOTYPE MOTOR 
Parameter 
Peak Torque (Tp) 
Max Current (Ia) 
Torque Constant (Kt) 
Back EMF Constant (Kb) 
Resistance (Ra) 
Inductance (La) 
Damping Factor (Kd) 
Friction Torque (Tf) 
Inertia (J3 ) 
Value 


















As before, the equations are applied and the results 
are given in Table 5, except that the scan efficiency is 
set to 80 percento From Table 5, the motor electrical 
to mechanical conversion efficiency can be calculated to be 
47 percent, and motor must dissipate 1.56 watts at 80 
percent scan efficiency, a significant improvement over the 
previous example~ These improvements were achieved by 
reducing the system inertia and the motor winding 
resistanceo The system inertia has been reduced in the 
motor design and in the mirror design. The motor is a low 
inertia (Table 4) hollow rotor design and the mirror is a 
tapered edge elliptical design, fabricated from berylliumo 
The edge taper design exhib'its an inertia of 0.0005466 in-
oz-sec2 which i~ slightly less (as would be expected) than 
the value of inertia given in Figure 5 for the 2 inch high 
elliptical beryllium mirror. At 70 percent scan 
17 
efficiency, the motor will provide 55 percent conversion 
efficiency with 006 watts dissipation in the windings. 
TABLE 5 
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS FOR THE PROTOTYPE MOTOR 
FOR 30 HERTZ AND 80 PERCENT SCAN EFFICIENCY 
Parameter Value Units 
J (total inertia) 0000128 in-oz-sec2 
f s 30" 0 hertz 
11 80.0 percent 
w1 6054 rad/sec 
w2 -48.0 rad/sec 
Tp -26o0 in-oz 
Pmechpk 8087 watts 
, Ia pk -3 .. 83 amps 
Vin pk -4.9 volts 
Pin pk 18.6 watts 
Pheat (Ia2Ra) L56 watts 
The dynamic equations developed for this analysis 
provide excellent insight into some of the requirements 
for the scanner hardware. Not only can the motor be 
evaluated, but the requirements for the power amplifier can 
be specifiedo For example, from Table 5 ' the power 
amplifier must be capable of supplying -3.8 amps coincident 
with -4.9 volts 9 ioe., 18.6 watts peak into a low impedance 
load .. For this ' application a current mode power amplifier 
will be selected to 
impedance I output 
transform an input voltage into a high 
current source in order to avoid the 
effects of the motor electrical time constant. 
18 
The analysis thus far /has provided design definitions 
for the mirror 9 the motor 9 and the power amplifiero The 
next step in the analysis process is to select the closed-
loop configuration by utilizing linear circuit analysis 
method so 
CHAPTER IV 
SCANNER SYSTEM SERVO ANALYSIS 
The servo analysis procedure will consist of applying 
linear control system analysis techniques to initially 
define the system performance characteristics. First, the 
electromechanical model will be presented and then the 
simulation diagram will be developedo Next, the simplified 
system block diagram will be presented in order to 
formulate the system transfer function with Laplace 
transforms., Finally, the equations will be derived for 
setting the system parameters for the computer simulation. 
The electromechanical model serves as the basis for 
developing the simulation diagram which leads into both the 
linear control system analysis and then the computer 
simulationo The electromechanical model along with the 
associated dynamics are introduced in Appendix A • . This 
section adds losses to form a more complete model for 
detailed analysis as shown in Figure 7. 
The simulation diagram in Figure 8 then follows by 











( 1 1 ) 
( 12) 
20 
Next, system amplifiers are added along with feedback paths 
to form a closed-loop servo system. From the simulation 
diagram~ both the linear control system analysis and 
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linear control system analysis consists of 
the Laplace transfer function models of 
diagram and applying frequency and time domain 
techniques to obtain the system performance requirements. 
The system performance requirements for the scanner 
servo require that the servo track a ramp input driving 
functiono This requirement 
large velocity constant 
dictates a type 2 servo with a 






(Melsa and Schultz 9 1969). These 
including satisfied in Figure 8 by 
compensation at the S2 summing junction and 
unity position feedback at the Sl summing junction. 
The scanner servo system also requires retrace dynamic 
constraints which must be account. For 
example, 
windings 
the average power 
taken . into 
dissipated in the motor 
in the form of heat must be minimized, and 








peaks and voltage peaks must not 
capability of the servo power 






~he simulation diagram 
transfer blocks in 
Figure 9 where the effects 
of Figure 8 by 
the s domain as 
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24 
damping, along with the amplifier and motor time constants 
are ignored .. 
These time constants can be ignored if the 
associated poles are located away from the dominant second-
order poles in the simplified transfer function. The 
advantage to this approach is that the feedback constants 
can be quickly calculated and applied to the computer 
simulation where all of the relevant system time constants 
will be consideredo From Figure 9 9 the system transfer 
function can be derived to establish the parameters for the 
system bandwidth and stabilityo 
The system bandwidth and stability is based on well-
established equations for the second-order system (Melsa 
and Schultz, 1969)0 From Figure 9, the following equation 














)(S + --) 
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equations define the system bandwidth 
as a function of the system parameters. 
performance issue is accuracy, i. e o , 






form as shown in Figure 10 in order to determine 
the conditions for the type 2 servoo From Figure 10, it 
is evident that the required two integrations (Melsa and 










step in the analysis 
Figure 1 because 
unity (Melsa and 
procedure is to 
determine the values for the constants to meet the system 
performance requirements. This is accomplished by computer 
simulation and engineering judgements as depicted 











































































COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULTS 
The computer simulation results verify that the 
proposed scanner design will meet the system performance 
requirementso The details of the computer simulation are 
covered in Appendix B. This section will briefly introduce 
the simulation results contained in Appendix B and then 
present the results of the computer simulation for the 
proposed scanner designo 
The computer simulation required numerous runs before 
the final system constants were selected based on system 
performance requirements and engineering judgement. 
results for three cases are presented in this report: 
300 hz, integrated retrace drive; 1200 
The 
f = n 
hz, 
integrated retrace drive; and ( 3) f .n = 12 0 0 hz, triangle 
driveo In each case, the scan format has been set for a 
scan efficiency of 80% to insure meeting the performance 
goal of >70%. The 300 hz case illustrates the effects of 
low bandwidth. The 1200 hz case illustrates the final 
choice for system designo The triangle drive case 
illustrates the reason for shaping the drive waveform by 
integrating the retrace region. The 300 hz case and the 




The results for f n = 1200 hz are illustrated in 
figures 11 through 16. The 80% scan efficiency for the 30 
hz drive waveform equates to a retrace time of 
msec,. For the time segment shown in the figures, retrace 
commences at 13.33 msec and should be completed 6067 msec 
later at 20 msec. 
The simulation results depicted in the figures verify 
that the scanner design meets the system performance 
requirements set forth in Table 1 and also that those 
results exhibit excellent correlation with the results of 
the dynamic equations as follows: 
1. Figure 11 verifies that the mirror position meets 
the required scan limits of +5 degrees and -5 
degrees. 
2 • Figure 12 verifies that scan position error is 
<100 wrad during the active scan period and 
settles within 7 msec during retrace to yield · a 
scan efficiency of 79% which is )70% as required. 
3 .. Figure 13 exhibits excellent correlation between 
the mirror velocity values given by the simulation 
and the values given by the dynamic equations as 
I 





Figure 14 verifies that the mirror 




within 7 msec during retrace to yield a scan 






exhibits excellent correlation between 
value given by the simulation and 
given by the dynamic equations as 









by the simulation and 
dynamic equations as 
tabulated in Table 5 .. 
that the scanner design has been verified by the 
simulation, the system design definitions can be 
tabulated in Table 6 below. 
30 
TABLE 6 
SERVO SYSTEM DESIGN DEFINITIONS 





































[ h z] 
[ h z] 
[volts] 
[amps] 
The simulation also presents the power issue. The 
average power loss in the motor windings from the computer 
simulation is 1.573 watts which is within 1% of the value 
given by the dynamic equations as tabulated in Table 5. In 
addition 11 the simulation gives the average power into the 
motor as 1.585 watts. The difference between the two power 
values· given by the simulation reveals the mechanical power 
losses which are included in the computer simulation for 
completeness. 
31 
The computer simulation has provided a high level of 
confidence that the scanner design will meet the system 
performance requirementso The simulation has verified the 
results 
linear 
from the dynamic analysis and the results from the 
circuit analysis which selected the performance 
parameters for the servo loopa 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The development of the fast-flyback mirror scanner 
demonstrates that fundamental analytical techniques along 
with computer simulation provide a high degree of 
confidence in the success of a servo design effort. 
This report started with the performance requirements 
for a fast-flyback mirror scanner for electro-optical image 
processing applications. Equations were developed based on 
the physical dynamics of the mirror for the scan format 
giveno These equations provided the expected mirror 
velocities and required torque amplitudes for a given scan 
angle and scan efficiency. Also developed were equations 
which related the required motor drive current peaks along 
with the resulting motor voltage and power values. This 
set of working equations proved to be valuable in 
evaluating the performance of a given motor for this 
applicationo Based on these results, a prototype motor was 
developed by a specialist group to exhibit low inertia, 
high torque constant, and low winding resistance . 
Next, a . I 1 . simu ation 
electromechanical model 
diagram was developed 
of the scanner servo. 
from the 
From the 




to obtain the system transfer equations to set the system 
constants to meet the system performance requirements of 
stability and accuracy. A type 2 servo was established by 
creating a feedforward path to satisify the requirements 
for tracking a ramp driving function. At this point the 
system constants could be computed for a given bandwidth 
and damping factor by ignoring the effects of friction and 
damping. 
The expected system performance in the time domain was 
derived from computer simulation which included friction 
and damping factor in the simulation loop. The computer 
simulation verified the results from the dynamic analysis 
by producing waveform peaks of position, velocity, current, 
voltage, and power which exactly matched the predicted 
values from the dynamic equations. The computer 
simulation was used to select the final values of the servo 
constants for hardware implementatiori. 
The design definitions established from the analysis 
process described herein were used by an engineering group 
to implement the scanner in a digital servo loop. The 
results substantiated the analysis efforts and demonstrated 
that the simulation described the expected 
performance of the servo scanner. The position and 
velocity waveforms from the mirror position transducer 
40 
exhibited excellent correla t ion with the simulation 
waveformso The position error was measured to be < 100 µrad 
and lagging as per the simulationo The mirror velocity 
linearity was measured to be between 0.5% and 1.5% 
depending on scan angle limitso This performance issue was 
isolated to the poor performance of the mirror position 
transducero 
With the advent of personal computers and the ease of 
programming simulation, it is recommended that this 
technique 
process. 
become a integral part of each engineer's design 
The application of simulation prior to actual 
hardware implementation efforts provides a high degree of 
confidence for a successful project. 
APPENDIX A 
DERIVATION OF DYNAMICS EQUATIONS 
The dynamic analysis of the scanner system consists 
of applying dynamic equations to the waveforms shown in 
Figure 17 and the electromechanical model shown in Figure 
18 in order to derive a set of working equations for 
establishing motor and mirror requirements. The objectives 
of this analysis center on determining the dynamics in the 
retrace region as the mirror travels from position to 
Based upon impulse relationships (Meriam, 1978), the 
following 
based on 
equations describe and Tp 
e 1 , fs, and scan efficiency, n = Ts/T: 
Impulse 
t2 
J(w2 - w1) = f Tp dt 
t1 
For constant Tp: 
J ( w2 - w1) = T p ( t 2 - t 1) 




( 1 7) 
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Figure 18. Electromechanical Model for Dynamic Analysis. 
44 
Divide the retrace region into the intervals shown in 
Figure 17: 
ta tb 





+ J[w 2 + K(t - tb)]dt 
tb 
acceleration constant 
Velocity for each interval is 
defined by the expression in the 
integral. 
Solving: 
Kt2 ta tb 
wit - ~~ + Kt1tl + w2tl + w2t + 
2 t 1 ta 
2 
Clearing the expression and noting that 
and 
(82 - 81) WlTl + W2T2 + W2Tl 
c 81 - 82) + WlTl 
w2 (18) 
Tl + T2 
Solve for w1 
I 




Substitute equation 5 into equation 18: 
- [ 
(81 - 82)(1 + fsTi/n) 
Tl + T2 
] [rad/sec] 
Substitute equations 5 and 6 into equation 17: 
J + (81 - 82)(1 + fsT1/n) Tp - ( Tl Tl + T2 
fs(81 + 82) 
1} + [ [ in-oz] 
n 






as a function of J, and Tl the 
torque pulse width. 
The power equations fall into two categories: ( 1 ) 
mechanical power; and (2) electrical power. Each category 
The mechanical exhibits a peak value and an average value. 
power can be derived from relationships already developed. 
The instanteous power in a mechanical system is given 
by: 
p (Torque) (w) (19) 
46 
This relationship is shown in Figure 19. 
+ 
0 
T p = 0 
/'for ideal case, ,,.._ __ _ 
no friction, 
Pmechave = 0. 
Time__.. 
Figure 19. Mechanical Power versus Time During Retrace 














The electrical power relationships must be developed 
f rorn motor parameters. For a torquer motor in the 
application under consideration: 
Where: 
L:Torques 
torque from equation 7 
motor viscous damping 
velocity 
total friction 








Solving for maximum current: 
Ia pk [amps) 
Therefore: 
Pi n ave 
I apk Vapk + Pmechpk [watts] 
(2T1)(f 8 )(Tp /Kt )
2 CRa) + Pmechave [watts] 
Where: 
and: 
R = a motor resistance [volts/amp ] 






Where: motor back EMF [volts-sec/rad ] 
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER SIMULATION 
Plots of representative computer simulation runs are 
enclosed in this section. Two cases are presented as 
discussed in Chapter V: (1) fn = 300 hz; and (2) triangle 
drive at fn 1200 hz. 
The program listings for the computer simulation are 
also enclosed in this section. 
The simulation is performed on an IBM PC using 
compiled basic. Single precision floating point 
variables are used in the simulation. Since IBM states 
that the single precision value is given in seven digits 
(IBM, 1984) and is accurate to six digits, the resolution 
for position 
microradian. 
error will be 1 ppm which resolves down to 




The sample rate is set to 10 µsec to be well above the 
expected bandwidth of the servo system and rectangular 
integration is used in the simulation loop (Smith, 1977). 
The 
(LeBlond 
data files are transferred to 
I 
and Cobb, 1983), and the time 
graphics software 
segment desired is 




The system gai constants vill be set based on 
eq at_:__ons l and 15 '"ith the damping factor set for an 
·accepta e respo se base on computer simulation results. 
T e si ulation inclu es t e system constants which are on 
the si ulation d~agram but are ignored for the development 
of t.he aplace equations. Solving for K a and K 1 will give 








Ka Kc Kt 
l ere: Kc 1.5 
K t 6.9 
Jt 0.00128 
Ktf K2 0.125 
~ 0.95 
n ( 2rr) ( fs ) 
the trial servo 
(16) 
( 1 7) 
[amp/volt] 
[in - oz/amp] 
[in - oz/amp] 
[units - sec/rad] 
[rad/sec] 
given by the amplifier and the motor 
t and Jt are 
characteristics .. rt f and K2 a r e ch o sen for easy 
digital 
hardware i plementation (divide by 8) and reasonable 
overshoot ( e1-sa and Sc ultz, 1969). 
50 
As an example, the constants Ka and K1 are computed as 
follows: 
Given: (2n)(1200) [rad/sec] 
Then: 
Ka 14.173 [units/unit] 
K1 496.0 [units/radian] 
These constants are then applied to the simulation run 
and engineering judgements are applied to the results for 
evaluation. Any of the system parameters can be adjustedl 
for subsequent simulation runs until acceptable performance 
The integrated retrace drive input waveform is shown 
in Figure 20. This waveform is derived by integrating the 
velocity profile during the retrace region as determined 
from the electromechanical dynamic analysis. Retrace 
commences at 13.33 msec and is completed 6.67 msec later at 
20 msec for the case of 80% scan efficiency. 
The results for 300 hz case are shown in 
fig .res 21 through 26 a d they demonstrate the effects of 
i_nsuf fic:ient: bandwidt:h. For 80% scan efficiency, Ith e 
irror error must settle to dthin 100 µrad , •ithin 6.67 
msec 
I 
following the start of mirror retrace. 300 
hz, the mirror error settles at approximately 23.3 
msec 
~hi ch indicates that the retrace interval was 10 
msec. 
T is gi_ es a scan effic·enc of 70% 1 hic j st meets the 
51 
performance goalo The mirror position and velocity 
waveforms exhibit the effects of the low bandwidth. The 
heat 
higher 
power in the motor winding is watts, 
than the 1.56 watts predicted in Table 5. 
slightly 
This is 
due to the motor current overshoot shown in Figure 25 where 
the peak current is approximately 4.5 amps vice the 3.83 
amps predicted in Table 5. 
In the final case presented here, the effects of 
utilizing a triangle drive waveform (Figure 27) are shown. 
The triangle drive results are illustrated in figures 28 
through 33. The position error settles at approximately 
22 rnsec which a gives scan efficiency of 74%. The most 
detrimenta l effect for this scan format is illustrated in 
Figure 30 where the motor current hit the limiter value of 
10 amps (an arbitrary limit value). This higher 
value produces a heat power of 5.48 watts which 
the performance requirement of minimum power. 
The = 1200 hz case was chosen for the 




performance objectives of scan efficiency (settling 
system 
time) 
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110 REM 1111111111111SIMULATION PROGRAM FOR SERVO SCANNEff11111111111 
120 REM 111111111111111130 JUNE 1985•1111111111111111111111111111111 
130 REH 11111•SCAN1 VERSIOH--30HZ/80%, INTE6RATED RETRACE•••••• 
140 REM 
150 REM 






Q Si•ulation Sa1ple Period 
q Nu1ber of So1ple Iterations 
Q Graphics File Sa1ple Period 







290 TF= .. 022 
300 Kf =.,007 
310 KS=2.08 
320 REM 
q Motor Torque Constant CIN-OZ/AMPJ 
Q Motor Winding Resistance COHMSJ 
Q Motor Back EMF CVOLTS-SEC/RAOJ 
' Motor Viscous Oa1ping CIN-OZ-SEC/RAOJ 
' Motor Inertia CIN-OZ-SECA2] 
q Total Static friction CIN-OZJ 
' Total Running friction lIN-OZ-SEC/RAOJ 
' Return Spring Constant CIN-OZ/RAOJ 




Q Mirror Inertia 






430 KTF= .. 125 
440 REM 
• 6ain Constant 
' Voltage to Current 
q Position Conversion 
• Vel f eedforMard 
' Vel Feedback 












570 REM Set Constants 
580 REM 
590 PI=3a14159271 
• Motor Acceleration 
' Motor Velocity 
' Mirror Acceleration 
' Mirror Velocity 
' Mirror Co11anded Position 
' Ar1ature Po"er Su• 
I 
q Ar1ature Po"er 
' Jnput PoMer su1 












650 OPEN ·o·,1,·scAN1DPRH· 
660 FOR N=1 TO TP 
670 T1=N•T 







750 IF THDH> 0 1 THEH 780 
760 IF THDt1<-.1 THEN 780 







840 VA=IA1 RA+KB1 THDH 
67 
850 RE" 
860 RE" 111111111COMPUTE PHEAT&PIN11111111111 
870 RE" 












1000 PIX1 =PIX 





1060 PRINT TM,THCA,PERR,VLIH 
1070 PRINT 11,1n,r1,THCA,OEG,THOM,vA,1A,PERR,VERR,VLIH 
1080 NEXT N 
1090 PHEAT=PAS/TSCAN 
1100 PIN=PIS/TSCAH 
1110 PRINT 11 ,PHEAT ,PIH 
1120 CLOSE 11 









1210 IF T1<a01333 THEN 1450 qINTE6RATE 
1220 VEL=6°55-20453.08•CT1-.01333) 
1230 IF T1<.016 THEN 1450 'INTEGRATE 
1240 VEL=-48 
1250 IF T1< 0 01733 THEN 1450 'INTEGRATE 
1260 VEL=-48+20453.08•CT1-.01733) 
1270 IF T1< 0 02 THEN 1450 qINTEGRATE 
1280 VEL=6 .. 55 
1290 IF T1<e04666 THEN 1450 'INTEGRATE 
1300 PFLG=1 
1310 VEL=6.55-20453.08•CT1-a04666) 
1320 IF 11< .. 04933 THEN 1450 qINTEGRATE 
1330 VEL=-48 
1340 IF 11<.05066 THEN 1450 ~INTEGRATE 
1350 VEL=-48+20453.08•CT1-.05066) 
1360 IF T1<.05333 THEN 1450 'INTEGRATE 
1370 VEL=6 .. 55 





1430 REM•••••••••PERFORM IHTE6RATION1111111111 
1440 RE" 







100 REH , 
110 REM 1111111111111SIMULATIOH PROGRAM FOR SERVO SCANHER11111111111 
120 REM 111111111111111130 JUNE 1985••111111111111111111111111111111 
130 REM 111111SCAH3 VERSION--30 Hl/80%, TRIANGLE DRIVE•111111 
140 REM 
150 REM 






Q Simulation Sa1ple Period 
' Nu1ber of So1ple Iterations 
' Graphics File So1ple Period 
220 REM Initialize Motor Paro1eters 
230 REM 







310 KS=2 .. 08 
320 REH 
~ Motor Torque Constant CIH-OZ/AMPJ 
' Motor Winding Resistance COHMSJ 
Q Motor Bock EMF CVOLTS-SEC/RADJ 
' Motor Viscous Oo1pin9 CJH-OZ-SEC/RADJ 
' Motor Inertia CIH-OZ-SEC~2J 
' Total Static Friction [JH-OZJ 
' Return Spring Constant CIH-OZ/RADJ 




' Mirror Inertia 









' current Limit Value 
' Gain Constant 
' Voltage to current 
• position Conversion 
' Vel f eedfor"ard 
' Vel Feedback 












580 REM Set Constants 
590 REM 
600 PI=3.1415927t 
• Motor Acceleration 
Q Motor Velocity 
' Mirror Acceleration 
• Mirror Velocity 
Q Mirror Co11onded Position 
' Ar1oture Po"er Sum 
I 
' Ar1oture Po"er 
' Input PoMer Su• 








610 REM / 





670 OPEN ·o·,1,·scAN1aPRN· 
680 FOR N=1 TO TP 
690 T1=N•T 
700 SOSUB 1250 
710 CVEL=CTHC 0 THC1)/T 
720 S1=THC-THM 
730 VER=K2•CVEL~KTF•THO" 
740 S2=K1 1 S1+VER 
750 IA=S2•KA•KC 
760 IAA=IA 
770 IF ABSCIA><I"AX THEN 810 QCURRENT LI"ITER 
780 IA=IHAX 
790 IF IAA>O THEN 810 
800 IA=-IMAX 
810 TFX=O QSTATIC FRICTION 
820 IF THDM>a1 THEN 850 








910 VA=JA•RA+KB1 THOH 
71 
, 
930 REM 11111111111111111cOMPUTE PHEAT & PIH•111111111111 
940 REH 
950 IF PFLG=O THEN 1000 
%0 PIX=VA•IA 
970 PIS=PIS1+T•CP1X+PIX1 )/2 
980 PAI=IA"'2•RA 














1130 PRINT TM,THCA,PERR,VLIH 
1140 PRINT 11,Jtt,11,THCA,DEG,JHDM,VA,1A,PERR,vERR,vLIN 
1150 NEXT N 
1160 PHEAT=PAS/TSCAH 
1170 PIH=PIS/TSCAH 
1180 PRINT 117 PHEAJ,PIH 
1190 CLOSE 11 




1230 REM 111111SUBROUTINE: Co11anded Position Waveform 6enerotor11!111 
1240 REM 
1250 TSCAN=1/30 
1260 IF SFL6=0 THEN 1360 
1270 VEL=6 .. 55 
1280 PFLG=O 
1290 IF T1<.013 THEH 1330 
1300 PFLG=1 
1310 IF 11< 0 046333 THEH·1330 
1320 PFLG=O 
1330 IF THC1<8.726699E-02 THEN 1420 
1340 SFLG=O 
1350 GOTO 1420 
1360 VEL=-26.18 
1370 IF THC>-8.726699E-02 THEN 1420 
1380 SFLG=1 
1390 REM 
1400 REtt111111111PERFORM IHTEGRATIOH1111111111 
1410 REM 
1420 THCX=THCX1+T•CVEL+VEL1 )/2 
1430 THCX1 =THCX 
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